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Abstract 
 
This paper explores a pluralist approach to policy with respect to the financial system in 
the wake of the crisis. We consider first what is involved in a pluralist approach to policy 
more generally, and how this may be justified. This includes a pluralist stance with 
respect to different approaches to economic theory, pluralism in the sense of 
interdisciplinary enquiry, pluralism in terms of range of methods employed, and 
pluralism with respect to recognition of the plurality of culture and values in society. 
Implications are drawn for how the banking crisis is framed, how it is explained by 
theory and thus how policy is designed. In addressing these issues, current mainstream 
theory focuses on a narrow definition of rational behaviour which, within competitive 
markets, generates a socially-optimal outcome. This approach is governed by a 
mathematical formalist methodology, and encourages policy to incentivise this kind of 
rational behaviour, with respect for example to inflation targeting and addressing moral 
hazard. Pluralist theory would instead recognise the socio-psychological and 
institutional/evolutionary foundations of money and banking, such that policy needs to 
focus on rebuilding confidence and addressing moral (including distributional) issues. 
The relevant analysis would require a range of methods and would address pluralities 
within society. 
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 1 
Introduction 
The financial crisis dented confidence in standard economic theory. For some economists 
the answer lay in seeking a new standard analysis to replace the old. But others have 
argued that it is the very notion of an exclusive standard analysis which is problematic. 
Given the open nature of the subject matter, any analysis may turn out to be inadequate in 
an uncertain future. The more robust strategy then is to foster a range of theoretical 
approaches, theories and methods from which to draw in different circumstances, ie 
pluralism. Coherent practice, in theory and policy, requires the selection of one analysis 
or another. But it is the attitude to the selection which is important. For a monist this 
selection is definitive, ruling out alternatives. But for a pluralist this is a provisional 
selection from among an evolving range, and the selection requires justification. Policy-
makers may feel uncomfortable with an absence of analysis put forward confidently as 
‘correct’. But in the wake of the crisis they may appreciate pluralism more, since it would 
give a better sense of the range of feasible analyses and advisers would need to make the 
case for their own preferred analysis. 
 There has been much discussion in the non-mainstream literature about pluralism. 
Indeed pluralism has been identified, in the search for a way of defining heterodox 
economics, as a common characteristic on which a definition might be based (see eg Lee 
2009). This is not uncontroversial – some avowedly heterodox economists arguably do 
not identify with pluralism (see eg Garnett’s 2006 account). Nevertheless the idea of 
pluralism is sufficiently widely espoused, as evidenced by the extent of membership of 
the International Confederation of Associations for Pluralism in Economics (ICAPE), 
that we can take it as an important element in heterodox economics. 
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 The purpose of this paper is to move beyond an internal discussion about pluralism 
among heterodox economists in terms of variety of approach within economics. 
Specifically the aim is to consider what pluralism means at a range of levels and to 
consider how it translates into the practice of policy making. There has been some 
discussion of a pluralistic approach to policy on which we will draw (see eg Dow 2004b, 
van Dalen 2007, Downward and Mearman 2007, 2008, 2009). The aim is to draw these 
strands together and to include more of a focus on plurality in the economy itself. The 
context for this discussion is the financial and economic crisis which began with the 
banking crisis in 2007 and the recommendations which might be made by a pluralist 
economist, for both monetary policy and bank regulation. Discussion of such 
recommendations will refer as much to the process of policy design as to policies 
themselves.  
 The first task is to discuss the meaning of pluralism, something which has been 
the source of some confusion in the literature; plurality and pluralism can apply at a range 
of levels. We will in the process consider the case for pluralism at different levels. This 
discussion is followed by a comparison between mainstream analysis of the crisis and its 
cures on the one hand and a pluralist analysis on the other. This discussion includes 
reference to the methodologies respectively employed in the analysis and the procedures 
adopted for policy design. 
 
Pluralism: Meaning and Justification 
Pluralism has evolved as a philosophical concept and evades simple definition. Negru 
(2009) provides a valuable account of this evolution. But, since the aim here is to extend 
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the application of pluralism to the practice of policy design, some further discussion of its 
meaning is required, at least in order to clarify the particular meaning being used here. As 
a first step it is useful to distinguish pluralism from plurality; the second refers to variety 
while the first refers to the advocacy of plurality (Mäki 1997). We will consider shortly 
why plurality might be advocated, but there is also the question of the object of plurality. 
At what conceptual level is plurality being addressed (see further Dow 1997)? The four 
levels on which we will focus are the ontological level (the level of reality), the 
epistemological or meta-methodological level (the level of approach to methodology), the 
methodological level (the content of methodology) and the level of practice.2  
 The most common level at which pluralism is discussed is at the level of 
approaches to knowledge: the epistemological level. At this level, methodological 
pluralism entails recognition and tolerance of a range of methodological approaches. A 
contrast is normally drawn with the monism of mainstream economics, which rests on a 
particular view of economics as a science with one preferred approach. This approach 
rests on the application of deductive logic and empirical testing against an undisputed, 
independent set of ‘facts’. A pluralist approach in contrast questions the validity – 
certainly the universal validity – of this form of logical positivism. Caldwell (1982) 
initiated the pluralism literature with his critique of positivism as a discredited philosophy 
of science. In particular empirical testing has been shown not to be conclusive. 
 A particular critique of mainstream monism has been the focus of Lawson’s work. 
He has demonstrated the problems posed by the mainstream requirement for deductive 
mathematical formalism and associated econometric testing. In particular he notes the 
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failure of the Bourbaki project to construct a complete deductivist mathematical system 
which is independent of empirical input (Lawson 2009a, 96). But his argument 
specifically shifts attention away from this epistemological level to the ontological level. 
It is really at this level of reality that we should start our consideration of pluralism. 
 It is important to consider the nature and scope of variety in nature, where 
‘nature’ in a social system includes such variables as habits, conventions and institutions 
as well as physical variables. The logical positivist approach to knowledge presumes 
uniformity in nature, such that laws may be discovered for universal application. While 
there is scope for different subjective perceptions of reality, these laws are open to 
empirical testing by econometric methods which presume that data emerge from a 
structure which is given or whose changes are incorporated in the model. The context is a 
formal model which purports to represent a full argument – hence the suggestion that 
what is required in response to the crisis is a better model (see Colander et al. 2008 and 
Lawson’s 2009b critique).  
 The ontology which Lawson identifies as an alternative to the mainstream is one 
where event regularities are not the norm, because social systems are open. These 
systems evolve in non-deterministic ways, both as a result of the emergence of new 
forces affecting the system and also of evolving interactions within systems. While this is 
not the primary focus of his analysis, social systems involve variety – there is plurality 
(Lawson 2009a, 118-9).3 Similarly variety is entailed in Chick and Dow’s (2005) open 
system framework, with its (permeable, provisional) subsystems. Plurality is evident in 
social systems in a variety of forms, beginning with the underlying causal tendencies. 
These are various, most obviously due to the differentiation between the legal, 
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institutional and cultural structures which pertain in different nation states and which 
impinge on economic relations. Most clearly in current circumstances these international 
differences have generated structural imbalances which threaten the stability of the 
international economy. There are also longstanding imbalances between living standards 
in rich and poor nations. These pose policy problems for individual governments in the 
international sphere. The Washington Consensus, which put forward universal solutions 
to international economic imbalances, has been widely challenged so that context-
specific solutions are increasingly being sought (Gay 2009). But even domestically 
policy-makers face important pluralities in terms of income distribution, economic 
power, economic opportunity, and increasingly in terms of the cultures and values of 
different groups. A social democracy is expected to generate policy which respects such 
variety but at the same time seeks to address imbalances of power and opportunity. 
Further, for clarification, social democracy relies on pluralism in the form of tolerance of 
different perspectives on ethical grounds. 
 Most discussions of pluralism in economics highlight uncertainty as a key feature 
of an open system which includes variety. Without uniformity of nature and the scope for 
laws to be identified, ie with ontological plurality, knowledge is held with uncertainty. 
Keynes (1921) made this argument originally in his Treatise on Probability in terms of 
the organicism, particularly of social systems. It is this argument in turn which underpins 
the plurality of approaches to knowledge, providing a strong case for methodological 
pluralism. If no one approach to knowledge can be demonstrated to be best, then there is 
scope for a range of legitimate approaches to knowledge, ie methodological plurality. 
Even if only one approach prevails in any one context, the scope for context to change 
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unexpectedly means that other approaches need to be available to step into the breach. 
The justification is similar to the justification for biological diversity: it promotes 
systemic resilience in the face of unforeseen developments.  
 This plurality may refer to approaches to economics but also to different degrees 
and forms of recourse to other disciplines complementary to economics. While 
mainstream economics has increasingly looked to other disciplines, such as psychology 
and physics, it has done so by incorporating ideas from these disciplines into the monist 
methodological approach already employed for economic analysis. This is evident for 
example in the case of biology and complexity theory. Heterodox economics has instead 
taken different disciplinary approaches more seriously in a process of synthesis rather 
than absorption, as in the case of sociology and social economics, psychology and old 
behavioural economics, biology and old institutional economics and so on.  
 This pluralism with respect to approach in turn provides the basis for pluralism at 
the level of method, ie a pluralist methodology. Once we move away from the 
mainstream monist requirement of deductivist, mathematical formalism, there is a range 
of other methods of analysis and of gathering evidence which may be employed 
(Downward and Mearman 2009). It is to be expected (although not inevitable) that 
methodological pluralism involves not only acknowledgement of variety of approach 
under uncertainty but also recognition of the benefits of variety of method within any one 
approach as a way of dealing with uncertainty. Different methodological approaches 
select a particular range of methods suited to their approach, which in turn is suited to 
their particular (open-system) ontology. This argument has been developed in Dow 
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(1997). We will find when we come to discuss the policy-making process below that the 
issue of plurality applies there too.  
 While generally we may expect the ontological position on monism or pluralism 
to carry over to meta-methodology, methodology and practice, this is not necessarily the 
case. There are some within heterodox economics who are methodologically monist (they 
recognise only one best approach) but who reject the mainstream form of monism in 
favour of a pluralist methodology, in the sense of openness to other disciplines and 
recourse to a range of methods beyond deductivist, mathematical formalism. This has 
been the object of pluralist critiques eg from Garnett (2008). Indeed McCloskey (1985) 
presents it as an empirical fact that even mainstream economists employ a range of 
methods in their ‘unofficial discourse’ (while the official discourse remains 
mathematically formalist). Even more when it comes to the practice of designing and 
implementing policy we find plurality (monetary policy consists of signalling as well as 
setting interest rates, financial regulation is deliberately over-determined, and so on). This 
supports the Humean conclusion from the inability to construct fully closed mathematical 
systems that mathematical deductivism is inevitably incomplete as a source of 
knowledge. Yet this plurality sits uneasily alongside the official monism. 
 In what follows we will consider plurality in the sense of variety of 
methodological approach and of content of methodology, as well as variety in the 
economic system. The implications of pluralism (the fostering of such variety) are then 
explored for the design and conduct of policy. 
   
Methodological Pluralism and the Banking Crisis 
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We begin to develop a pluralist approach to policy in the wake of the crisis by 
considering methodological pluralism, ie the acknowledgement of different approaches to 
knowledge about the crisis. This reflects different understandings of the underlying 
reality (on the part of the diverse groupings in society). Approach to knowledge involves 
more than theory and indeed includes the way in which theory is understood. It begins 
with the way in which the reality is understood, from which circumstances and 
underlying forces are understood or framed by different groups in society and from which 
academic economic theory develops (see further Dow forthcoming, a).4 This is not the 
infinite variety of framing of the constructivist approach but a more structured variety, 
which in turn reflects social structures (Dow 2004a).  
 But as we have seen not all of these approaches are themselves methodologically 
pluralist. In particular the mainstream approach is monist in purporting to be the most 
‘scientific’ approach, such that mainstream economics in fact is regarded by mainstream 
economists as synonymous with economics, such that ‘less’ scientific approaches may be 
dismissed. This follows from the mainstream ontology, within which the economic 
system is framed in a particular way. Methodological pluralists rather see mainstream 
economics as one approach among several, albeit one which is heavily critiqued and 
rejected by most.  
 Framing itself may or may not be pluralistic, depending on how far there is 
awareness and tolerance of alternative framings. It depends on personal experience, 
including what Searle (1995) refers to as ‘deep background’. But while there is scope for 
individual experience to be important for framing, this experience is generally mediated 
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and understood socially. Macroeconomics normally refers to a high degree of aggregation 
into functional groupings within which there is further variety. In order to illustrate how 
framings differ even between these functional sectors, we will restrict the discussion to 
this limited form of variety. Thus for example, within the social structure of the financial 
sector, the way in which market developments are understood is heavily conditioned, not 
only by conventional practices, but also by market sentiment. Markets are framed 
primarily in terms of prices as the outcome of market sentiment, including the pricing of 
risk, and only secondarily in terms of any underlying real economic activity (referred to 
as the ‘fundamentals’). This contrasts with the household and business sectors, whose 
experience of financial markets includes their particular experience of the cost and 
availability of credit, experience with trading assets (notably housing in the case of 
households), and expectations about future financial conditions, conditioned by 
pronouncements by ‘experts’.  
 Framing by policy-makers focuses on their own direct experience of financial 
markets. This has undergone a dramatic shift in the light of the banking crisis, before 
which many nations’ authorities did not routinely track financial stability and problems of 
systemic risk, particularly as they impinge on the banking system. Policy-makers also 
frame financial markets in the light of expert opinion, including both market watchers 
and academic economists and finance theorists. Traditional mainstream theory of 
monetary policy framed the reality in a highly abstract way, abstracting in particular from 
banks and even (in the case of Woodford’s, 2003, influential text) from money. In 
contrast, non-mainstream framing of the financial sector focused heavily on banks and 
money (see eg Arestis and Sawyer 2006) and on the endemic scope for financial 
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instability (drawing especially on the work of Minsky). It is only with the crisis that any 
meaningful recourse has been made by policy-makers to this latter literature, such that it 
has impinged on policy-makers’ framing. 
 Framing issues arise because of the complexity of reality, which means that all 
knowledge is at best partial. But it is not a matter just of a reality overlaid by subjective 
knowledge. Framing also becomes part of the reality, ie it is performative. This follows 
from the opinion of others entering into framing by particular groups. Thus for example 
expectations can be self-fulfilling. A loss of confidence on the part of depositors with 
Northern Rock exposed the potential fragility of other banks’ portfolios and translated 
into a more general loss of confidence. Even when there is good reason to have 
confidence in a bank’s portfolio for other reasons, a loss of confidence by others becomes 
a compelling reason to share it and to act upon it.  
 Not all framings have an equal impact on reality, since there is unequal power in 
the economy. Thus households and small and medium-sized enterprises are dependent on 
terms for credit set by banks and on swings in market valuations on which they have no 
impact. Policy-makers have formal power over regulation and monetary policy, but in 
practice market sentiment and the lobbying power of the financial sector operate as 
substantial constraints on what the authorities can do. The financial sector’s framing is 
thus critical, as evidenced by the impact on policy of their views as to the acceptable size 
of public sector deficits. 
 The financial sector’s framing differs from the abstractions of traditional 
mainstream academic framing, in that the latter is highly abstract and focuses on 
equilibrium outcomes. Yet that theoretical framing also lent academic support to the view 
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that free market forces in the financial sector produce optimal outcomes and was adduced 
in support of financial sector lobbying for deregulation, notably in the 1980s. It also 
provided the foundation for mainstream finance theory, which presumed to be able to 
identify the value of assets, including the risk attached to future values, something which 
accords with a framing of the underlying reality in terms of given structures and law-like 
behaviour. The highly complex risk modelling developed by financial institutions, much 
of it spurred on by the information needs of the capital adequacy requirement regime, 
was built on this finance theory, cementing mainstream finance framing into the 
institutional arrangements of the financial sector. This framing was further cemented in 
the institutional design of the policy-making framework, with central bank independence 
and separate regulatory authorities reflecting a theoretical separation of these functions 
and, in the case of the European Union, the Growth and Stability Pact. 
 
Explanations for the Crisis and Policy Recommendations 
These different framings provided the basis for the different explanations of the crisis and 
for policy responses. Mainstream theory frames the financial sector as a competitive 
market which generates a socially optimal outcome, where the authorities set a 
benchmark nominal interest rate and to implement a regulatory framework which 
potentially distorts that market. Behaviour is understood as rational in the sense of the 
application of deductive logic on the basis of certainty equivalence. The mainstream 
framing homogenises this behaviour across different sectors, cultures, etc by expressing it 
as the rational pursuit of self-interest in response to financial incentives. Such behaviour, 
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which maintains market equilibrium, is treated as law-like according to a monistic view 
of reality and a monistic, deductive, mathematical methodology.  
 Instability in financial markets challenges this framing. But the framing can be 
adapted by incorporating impediments to equilibrating behaviour. These impediments 
include market imperfections, such as regulation which, according to mainstream theory, 
distorts market behaviour and creates information asymmetries. The current crisis 
followed a period of significant deregulation, but the moral hazard created by the 
continuing expectation of central bank support for failing banks has been identified as a 
key explanation for the excessive build-up of risk by banks (see eg Dowd 2009). A 
second focus has been put on information asymmetries such as those arising from 
opaque, structured products and from credit ratings by agencies incentivised to distort 
information. This New Keynesian version of mainstream framing shares with other 
mainstream approaches the view that a unified reality yields certain information in 
principle, even though in practice this may be concealed from some parties. Some 
plurality is therefore identified in the particular instantiation of information asymmetries, 
but the aim is to restore a unified certainty equivalence. The third category of impediment 
to equilibrating forces is irrational behaviour, something normally associated in 
mainstream theory, if admitted at all, with non-specialist market players. Irrationality is 
understood as short-term emotion overriding long-term rationality. There has been more 
general discussion of irrationality as possibly extending also to market players, as an 
explanation for the strong rise in asset prices and under-pricing of risk up to 2007 and the 
subsequent sharp reversals. 
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 This framing of the causes of crisis suggests clear policy solutions. The solution 
to moral hazard is seen as either withdrawing the lender-of-last-resort altogether and 
replacing fractional reserve banking with 100% reserve banking (see Kotlikoff 2010) or 
limiting it to a much narrower class of banking operations, but still allowing the 
possibility of an ordered bank failure.5 The solution to information asymmetry is to 
reduce it by requiring more transparency with respect to structured products and a change 
in the incentives facing credit rating agencies. The solution to irrationality is measures to 
‘nudge’ behaviour towards rationality (Thaler and Sunstein 2008). The underlying 
framing of behaviour as narrowly rational produces policy solutions which rely on 
financial incentives in order to alter behaviour. 
 A pluralist perspective approaches the issue of understanding the causes of crisis 
in a quite different way. We focus here on a Post Keynesian pluralist perspective, 
although many of the arguments are made also by other heterodox schools of thought. It 
is methodologically pluralist in incorporating the role of mainstream economic thinking 
in the emergence and analysis of the crisis. It is also pluralist in the methodology 
employed, drawing on history, sociology and psychology without trying to homogenise 
them within a single formal framework.  
 Starting from an understanding of the essential uncertainty of knowledge about a 
diverse, evolving reality, this approach understands the context of crisis in these terms. It 
seems that social structures, including the state, have emerged and evolved over time in 
order to facilitate decision-making under uncertainty. A key element of these structures is 
money and the banks whose liabilities societies predominantly use as money. Central 
banks evolved to support banks in such a way as to promote confidence in bank 
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liabilities. In exchange for the profitable opportunities this provided for banks to create 
credit in a fractional reserve system, the banks accepted the restrictions on their activities 
set by central banks. The system succeeded because trust was built up over the years 
between banks and central banks on the one hand and between banks and the public on 
the other. This generated generalised confidence in money.  
 But this process worked in different ways in different economies and has been 
subject to different challenges, albeit following a common logic (Chick 1986). In the case 
of the current crisis the banks had succeeded in encouraging a process of deregulation 
which (according to mainstream economic logic) freed them from their traditional 
obligations. They increased their leverage and took on assets whose riskiness was not 
understood, along with other financial institutions, all encouraged by the mainstream 
view of financial markets as equilibrating around correct prices. The Post Keynesian 
view in contrast is that there are no ‘correct’ prices, only prices that bear more or less 
relation to any underlying real assets. Rather assets are priced under uncertainty, with 
behaviour involving an integrated combination of reason and sentiment (given the limited 
scope for deductive reasoning under uncertainty) (Dow forthcoming, a). Inevitably 
market sentiment is prone to swings. A stable upward swing in particular, which 
mainstream theory interprets as an equilibrium phenomenon, is evidence of increasing 
fragility according to Minsky’s financial fragility hypothesis. Minsky refused to model 
his hypothesis as something deterministic, since each cycle is associated with its own 
particularities, including the timing of reversals of sentiment. The origins of the recent 
crisis were therefore identified with the emergence of particular new products and 
practices, and therefore the crisis broke in different ways in different economies. In the 
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UK it broke when other banks refused to fund Northern Rock’s assets, uncertainty spread 
to the assets of other banks and the interbank market froze (Chick 2008). The previous 
diffuse confidence in money was severely threatened, and the focus returned to the 
particular agency of key institutions and individuals – the crisis became one of trust 
(Hughes 2011).  
 Given this analysis of the crisis, the Post Keynesian policy response is addressed 
to the products and practices which, combined with the swing in market sentiment, led to 
the breakdown in financial markets when the crisis broke. Given that mainstream theory 
and policy had lulled markets into a false sense of confidence, uncertainty was high 
surrounding the breakdown in that confidence and in the ability of markets to price 
assets. Policy was needed to restore confidence, based in practice on active regulatory 
and supervisory measures to rein in bank behaviour and, crucially, active central bank 
support for banks and reassurances of continuing support. Given the diversity of forces 
affecting banks and confidence in banks, and uncertainty about these forces, there needs 
to be over-determination in central bank support (a ‘belt-and-braces’ approach): 
regulation, supervision and monitoring; lender-of-last-resort support should that not be 
enough; and a clear deposit insurance scheme are all needed to reassure depositors in case 
their confidence in that support should waver.  
 In line with a pluralist analysis goes an understanding of the scope for complex 
interactions between policy on bank regulation and monetary policy (and indeed fiscal 
policy). This contrasts with the clear separations of abstract mainstream analysis which 
have encouraged clear institutional and policy separations (the latter taking the form of 
one instrument per target). Where money is regarded, as in Post Keynesian theory, as 
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endogenous through the credit creation process, and even central bank interest rates are 
endogenous to market expectations,6 central bank interest rate policy has only very 
indirect effects on inflation – and indeed these effects may operate perversely more 
through costs (to the extent that bank lending rates follow central bank rates) than any 
effect on aggregate demand.  
 The scope for active monetary policy, beyond the provision of liquidity to avert 
the immediate crisis, is in any case very limited in a recession. The authorities have 
attempted to enforce low rates through open market operations (dubbed ‘quantitative 
easing’), yet, while rates on gilts responded, actual loan rates have remained high. More 
problematic has been the unwillingness of banks to increase loans as they aim to 
restructure their balance sheets. ‘You cannot push on a string.’ The emphasis therefore 
remains on signalling the direction in which the authorities would like to see markets 
taking than any direct effect of interest rate policy. Analysis and pronouncements are as 
important as, if not more important than, setting the interest rate. To the extent that 
central banks draw on mainstream theory of monetary policy these pronouncements serve 
to further embed a mainstream framing of the policy agenda. 
 But a Post Keynesian framing draws more on a focus on the institutional and 
behavioural evolution which brought us to the present situation and the role of the state in 
influencing this evolution in the future. While the framing of mainstream theory has 
focused on behaviour as an individualistic phenomenon (rational or irrational), Post 
Keynesian theory focuses rather on social norms and conventions which cannot be 
explained fully by response to financial incentives. The current degree of public 
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ownership of banks in the UK in the wake of the crisis affords a tremendous opportunity 
for government to forge change in the behaviour of financial institutions. 
 The framing of the crisis by the general public has focused on experience: the 
fiscal consequences of bank bailouts, which are causing hardship through layoffs, 
increased taxes, reduced public services, reduced pensions and pay limitations; reduced 
availability and higher cost of credit; and highly publicised bonuses in the financial 
sector. The response has been one of moral outrage which can only be explained partly in 
terms of self-interest; it reflects also a concern with social justice. Mainstream economics 
considers normative issues as applying only at the policy-design stage of analysis, 
regarding the underlying theory as value-free. Mainstream theory therefore aims to 
defuse distributional concerns with arguments about the importance of financial 
incentives as a universal requirement of a socially optimal economic system. In contrast 
Post Keynesian theory takes distributional concerns seriously as an integral element of 
the policy response. Further, if part of the policy response to the crisis is to aim to change 
social norms, it is critical that the concerns and understandings of different segments of 
society are taken seriously rather than being dismissed as necessarily ‘emotional’ or 
‘irrational’. Distributional concerns are not separable as ‘politics’ or ‘psychology’, bat are 
part of the subject matter of economics designed to inform policy. 
 
Pluralist Policy Implementation 
A monistic approach to policy, as in its mainstream textbook form, is for singular 
solutions to emerge from a model of the economy. Thus for example a macroeconomic 
model yields a unique recommended official interest rate addressed to an exogenously-set 
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inflation target. Given the monistic, deductivist, mathematical methodology of 
mainstream economics, the model’s recommendation is definitive. The standard 
macroeconomic model has already incorporated the different sectors in the economy and 
rests on the fiction of the representative agent. While the latter is something increasingly 
open to question by New Keynesian economists as some plurality in society is introduced 
(see eg Stiglitz 2010), this limited plurality is still homogenised according to the 
rationality assumption and the benchmark of complete information to which some groups 
may have limited access.  
 The political and bureaucratic process by which the policy recommendations of 
such models are translated into practice is not regarded as the economist’s business. This 
attitude reflects further the associated positivist view that economists can and should 
restrict their recommendations to positive arguments based on ‘objective’ models; it is 
the business of politicians then to apply normative judgement.  
 A methodological pluralist approach would challenge such a stance. The nature of 
the economic system is seen to be such as to be characterised by uncertain knowledge - 
hence the stance of methodological pluralism and also pluralist methodology. No one 
formal model can be capable of presenting a complete policy argument; any model can 
only present partial arguments to be considered alongside other types of argument. 
Further endemic uncertainty undermines the mainstream concept of rationality, such that 
reason in a pluralist framework operates in conjunction with social convention and 
emotion, including value systems (Dow 2011). Given plurality in social structures, 
including plurality of cultural norms within any one society, and an imbalance of power 
between different groups in society and therefore in the potential to impose particular 
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value systems, social behaviour is heterogeneous in a complex way. There is scope for 
modelling some of this heterogeneity, but only as input to a more pluralistic analysis. 
Further, given the impossibility of disentangling values from the economist’s depiction of 
the economic system, normative elements pervade any analysis (Fine 1980). The 
economist is inevitably engaging in political economy. The process of choosing and 
implementing policy is therefore part of the business of economics. 
 A methodological pluralist acknowledges the scope and need for a variety of 
approaches to economic analysis leading to policy recommendations. Yet a 
methodological pluralist who is also a practising economist must choose one approach or 
another to be coherent (and also to communicate successfully); to draw on a range of 
approaches is either to be incoherent or to develop a coherent new synthetic approach. 
Each approach is grounded in a particular ontology, from which follows an epistemology 
and methodology. These categories of course are not hard and fast, nor are they well-
defined. 
 But what of government? Political parties belong to a similar type of 
classification, which includes diversity as well as permeable and evolving borders, and 
yet which serves a useful practical purpose. Government by one party therefore adopts 
one approach as the basis for policy. Yet politics involves the recognition of other 
approaches in the form of other parties, as well as the more general plurality within 
society. Indeed one role of government is to recognise plurality where some groups are 
more vulnerable than others and therefore more in need of protection by the state. At the 
same time governments themselves are subject to the power of external forces to which 
they must pay attention. In the case of the crisis the most relevant external force has been 
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the financial sector, both domestically and internationally. This power stems not just from 
sheer size of balance sheets, but from the power of market sentiment. Under uncertainty 
there are no true prices as a reference point for markets. Market valuations, and in 
particular large swings in valuation, are the outcome of conventional judgement. 
Historical experience demonstrates the capacity for market sentiment to switch 
dramatically depending on judgements as to government policy, constraining 
governments dependent on bond finance and on the health of their financial sector. 
Nevertheless, while a particular political approach to policy inevitably reflects awareness 
of the significance of other groupings’ analysis, and government rhetoric may not be 
consistent with policy practice, government must adopt one approach or another.  
 The monist, mainstream, academic literature provided an escape route of sorts 
from the need to address plurality by representing policy, especially monetary policy, as a 
purely technical matter to be handled by an independent central bank charged with 
addressing a politically-derived inflation target (Gabor 2010). Yet the technicalities 
proved to be challenging in the light of a loss of confidence on the part of policy-makers 
that any one formal model might be sufficient grounding for policy. Central banks 
explicitly draw on academic research on monetary policy and indeed produce their own 
academic research in house. Recent research has focused on the substantive issue facing 
central banks of model uncertainty, ie uncertainty as to which is the correct, or best, 
economic model on which to base monetary policy. However the mainstream academic 
approach to addressing model uncertainty was to model it in terms of a complex error 
process, which still allowed a unique policy recommendation to be generated (Dow 
2004b). This contrasted with analysis coming out of central banks themselves, which 
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reflected the fact that the modelling approach does not address fundamental uncertainty 
as to how best to model the economy.  
 Uncertainty has been a recurring theme in a range of speeches by members of the 
Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the Bank of England, including the Governor. The 
MPC went further in their publication on modelling which they introduced by explaining 
the need for models to be supplemented by judgement, ie by pointing out the limitations 
of the monistic, mainstream modelling approach (Bank of England 1999). Indeed they 
explicitly advocated a pluralist approach, whereby judgement would be applied to a range 
of models, each of which would be treated as presenting partial arguments.  
 Downward and Mearman (2008; see also 2007 and 2009) have explored the 
practice of arriving at policy decisions in the Bank of England in terms of triangulation. 
This can be understood as a pluralist methodology which accords with Keynes’s (1921) 
notion of weight of argument. According to Keynes, the weight of an argument increases 
the greater the relative amount of relevant evidence which supports it. Thus if most 
different lines of reasoning support a policy of reducing the official interest rate, the 
weight attached to that policy is greater. Triangulation operates at a range of levels. It can 
refer to variety with respect to any or all of data, investigators, theoretical perspectives 
and methods. Downward and Mearman find evidence of triangulation on the part of the 
MPC, but recommend more effort in triangulation in terms of method; in spite of the 
profession of pluralism, there is still significant reliance on the Bank’s core macro model. 
There is more scope for triangulation also in terms of theoretical perspectives. The 
increasing incidence of members of the MPC with strong mainstream academic 
backgrounds arguably has increased the focus on mainstream, monist epistemology and 
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methodology; this focus sits at odds with the statements (such as support for pluralism) 
which reflect the actual conditions of uncertainty facing decision-makers. 
 The phenomenon of decision-making by committee has also become an object of 
study, of interest in relation to the mainstream depiction of a unified application of the 
results of a single model (see for example Gerlach-Kristen 2006). In the mainstream 
literature committees are depicted as enhancing decision-making because no one member 
has perfect knowledge. Each member of a committee brings their own analytical skills 
and particular data sets, improving the knowledge base of the committee as a whole. 
Some studies identify different preference functions (value sets) on the part of different 
members, although this becomes less relevant the more prevalent becomes the external 
setting of particular targets.  
 Mention is made in some studies also of variety of approach, although it is not 
explored. This variety appears to be understood in the mainstream literature as being 
variety within the monistic, mainstream approach, ie not grounded in an epistemology 
which emphasises uncertainty. This is evident from the association of variety in voting 
with uncertainty. Yet from a heterodox point of view variety of opinion may naturally 
emerge from variety of methodological approach, whether or not uncertainty is high. 
Similarly a committee representing different approaches might agree on a policy 
(normally ‘no change’) when the sense of high uncertainty is shared across approaches 
(see Dow, Klaes and Montagnoli 2009a and 2009b for some empirical evidence).  
 But it is important to note another feature which has returned to the monetary 
policy literature, which emphasises the role of signalling as an important tool of monetary 
policy (Dow, Klaes and Montagnoli 2007). This has arisen because of the New 
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Keynesian emphasis on transparency as the best tool to counteract asymmetric 
information (see Geraat’s 2002 survey). If the central bank is transparent about its 
analysis and expectations then financial markets can factor this into their own 
expectations of monetary policy. The aim of monetary policy is no longer to shock 
markets but rather to align public sector and private sector expectations. Any change in 
the official rate should be anticipated by financial markets. The rhetoric of that signalling 
is thus founded on a mainstream methodological approach, purporting to measure 
uncertainty within a unified modelling approach, even though the measures themselves 
may instead reflect collective judgement on the part of the MPC. Reference to 
mainstream theory and modelling appears to be persuasive in financial markets. But 
central bank signalling also reflects ontological and methodological plurality within the 
economy. Thus press statements may be addressed to the household sector, eg to dampen 
expectations of continuing rises in house prices, or to the business sector in speeches by 
MPC members to private sector organisations.  
 While policy with respect to regulation of the financial sector over the last 30 
years has been treated as a micro issue, separable theoretically and institutionally from 
monetary policy, the crisis has changed all that. As discussed above, the pluralist Post 
Keynesian analysis of the crisis emphasises the inevitability of the increased fragility of 
the financial system as leverage increased and expectations of continued asset price rises 
became embedded, supported by mainstream finance theory. The disconnect between the 
epistemological foundations of that theory and actual experience had real consequences; 
variety of methodological approach matters. It matters further in policy making, when 
monetary policy relies on signalling in different ways to different constituencies.  
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 But communications with the general public have been mired in quite other issues 
surrounding the regulation of banks and the remuneration of bankers. The public’s 
framing of the problem is in terms of fairness and morality. It is understood to flout social 
justice for the banks, which were seen as responsible for the crisis, the bailout, the 
recession and the ensuing cuts in the public sector, not to be more strictly controlled and 
for bankers to receive what are by most standards to be enormous financial rewards. This 
framing does not accord with the mainstream framing in terms of rational responses to 
financial incentives and thus is disregarded. Yet if banks and central banks are 
institutions which have evolved cooperatively to provide for society’s needs for the 
provision of a safe asset and of credit, and if the entire system is based on the confidence 
built up over centuries, then changing financial incentives is not by itself going to restore 
confidence. What is required instead is a focus on the conventions followed in the 
financial sector and the relationships between public and private sectors, requiring a 
pluralist methodology. 
 
Conclusion 
We have emphasised here the important for policy of an increased recognition of the 
plurality in society, as well as the scope also for more pluralism in terms of epistemology 
and methodology. Policy-making committees like the MPC would benefit from 
representation from a variety of different methodological approaches, as well as a more 
explicit variety of methods. But this also requires recognition that neither monetary 
policy nor regulatory design is only a technical matter. Rather they are exercises in 
political economy; there needs to be recognition that different approaches to designing 
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policy recommendations accord with different political stances, so that it is appropriate 
for a government to choose policy which fits with their own approach. Nevertheless, 
since policy is addressed to a pluralistic society and is understood according to the 
framings of different groupings, it is important to recognise these different framings if 
government aims to influence behaviour. Further, policy making is more resilient if 
governments cast their analytical nets wider than one apparently best’ approach. No one 
approach can offer a complete account, so much can be learnt from attending to 
alternative accounts.   
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